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IN WAR STATEMENT
“Will Not Serve”

The Parliamentary Debate, “Resolved: Women Show! Id be
Pregnant, and in the Kitchen” turned into a battle of the sexes with the
majority » mostly women, opposing the resolution. The Pro side consisted of

about 20 students, mostly men, of course.

Women NOT Barefoot,
Pregnant, Or In Kitchen
Women should not be barefoot,
pregnant and in the kitchen. This was
the decision of 38 people, mostly
women,
who
attended
the
Parliamentary
Debate
held
last
Wednesday. Twenty, mostly men,
were opposed.
Ted
Kay
and
Bruce Johnston
argued in favor of the resolution:
“Women should be kept Barefoot,
Pregnant, and in the Kitchen.” Suzy
Moore and Linda Sterling took the
con side.
The con side said: “The art of
being
a housewife
is becoming
extinct.” Johnston said that a woman
should stay home to sew, cook, and
can so that she can save moncy as
well as be with her family. He added
that he would agree to Ict her out of
the house at least twice a month for
“extracurricular activities.”
if women stayed in the home
instead of taking jobs, there would be

less juvenile delinquency, said the pro

The
con
side
argued
that
‘‘housewifery’’
presents
little
challenge to the adult mind. “She
does not have to divorce her husband
or abandon her children to take a
job,” said Linda Sterling.
“It’s the quality, not the quantity
of time that a woman spends with
her family that is important,” said
the con side.
During the discussion period that
followed,
one
audience
member
asked who would be the kindergarten
teachers and nurses if women did not
work,
Members
of the pro side
questioned whether a woman's first
role is to her home or to herself.
Following
the
discussion,
the
audience divided and the deciding
vote was counted.

The next debate, planned for May
14, will be: “Resolve: Homosexuals
Should Have the Right to Do Their
Own Thing.”

instruction and the Chancellor of the State Colleges.

Perhaps the most striking fact about members of the Board of
Trustees is the nature of their financial holdings. Many of them hold

positions on the board of directors of large corporations, banks, and
insurance companies, or are in some way affiliated with business or
industrial enterprises.
Fed-Mart

Corporation

and

secretary of the City Bank of San Diego. Paul Spencer (recently
replaced as a trustee) is a director of Reliable Savings and Loan
Association and Advanced Steel Corporation. Theodore Meriam,
board chairman, is a department store manager and vice-president
and director of Lassen Savings and Loan Association. Daniel Ridder
is on the board of directors of the Bank of Long Beach and the U.S.
National Bank of San Diego. ,
These men are the ‘‘small men.'’ The

“big men’’ seem to have

their hands into everything.
George Hart is on the board of directors of Babcock- Wilcox, the
14lst largest U.S. industry, whose profits last year exceeded
$26,700,000. He is also a director of the Bank of San Rafael and a
(Continued on Page 5)

will not permit

them

to fight in Vict

Nam.”
Furthermore, the statement added,
in June 1967, a number of student
body
presidents
and
campus
newspaper
cditors
submitted
a
second

letter (having

cligible
campuses,

our

respect

involves

for law

injury

to our

and

order and

personal

lives

Technology,

USC,

UCLA,

Whittier

College, Fresno Pacific College, U.C.
Riverside,
Chico
State,
Palomar
College,
Shasta
College,
and
Chapman College.
Other schools represented
were
University of Nevada, University of
Chicago, Harvard, Johns Hopkins,
Colgate, Oregon State, University of
Washington,
Wyracuse
University,
Princeton, Columbia, Cornell, Yale,
Purduc, and Rutgers.

sent a first one

in December
1966)
Johnson,
this
time
petition
signed
by

to President
enclosing
a
10,000 draft

students,
from
nine
calling
for
alternative

service for those who could not fight
in Viet Nam.
“Nonetheless,”

the statement

says,

“despite all our efforts, the Selective
Service

System

has

remained

impervious to constructive change.”
The statement reads in part:
“Most

of

electoral

us

have

politics

channels

worked

and

in

throughout

to change

the course

Local indian
Program Set
State

federally-funded

the responsibility for
College,
is granted to the Board of Trustees,

of

conscientious

between the demands of law and
order and those whose conscience

Humboldt

sixteen of whom are appointed to eight year terms in rotating
fashion by the Governor. The other four are ex-officio members:
The Governor, Lt. Governor, State Superintendent of Public

vice-president

of

objection to particular wars as a way
of “easing the coming confrontation

participating

by Robert Ehrlich

is

and careers.
“Left without a third alternative,
we
will
act
according
to our
conscience. Along with thousands of
our
fellow
students,
we campus
leaders can not participate in a war
which we believe to be immoral and
unjust...”
California universities, colleges, and

country,
and our fellow man; or
refuse induction, which is contrary to

junior colleges represented by those
who signed are U, C, Davis, San
Francisco State,
U, C. Berkeley,
College of Marin, San Luis Rey
College, Occidental College, College
of San Mateo, Stanford, University of
San Diego, St. Mary's, U.C. Irvine,
Menlo College, California Institute of

of America’s foreign policy and to
remove the inequitics of the draft

(ACSCP). Ehrlich is an English professor at Cal State Long Beach.

Cory

wrote to then Secretary of Defense
Robert
McNamara
suggesting
the

other

Editor’s Note: The following article by Robert Ehrlich is
reprinted from the April issue of the Voice of the Faculties,
published by the Association of California State College Professors

Alec

system. We will continue to work in
these ways, but the possible results of
these efforts will come too late for
those whose deferments will soon
expire. We must make an agonizing
choice: to accept induction into the
armed forces, which we feel would be
irresponsible
to
ourselves,
our

recognition

side.

CSC..Who Rules?

At any
California
State
administration and management

In protest against the Viet Nam
war, 253 student body presidents and
newspaper editors from throughout
the United States have signed a
public statement saying that they
“will not serve in the military as long
as the war in Viet Nam lasts.”
The statement, signed by editors
and/or
ASB
presidents from
23
colleges, and universities in California
alone, pointed out that in the spring
of
1967, over
1000 seminarians

College

in

a

program

will

be

$108,500
to

train

American Indian students as teachers,
beginning this summer.
Starting June 23, 18 Indians from
all parts of California will arrive on
ampus for an intensive orientation
program, and the following weck will
begin working with the teachers at
College Elementary School. They will
also take a sociology course at
College of the Redwoods.
Dr. Robert A. Braund, Elementary
Education Coordinator, will be the
director of the program, financed by

the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
Next fall, the students will take a
full load at HSC, and will observe at
CES. During the second year of the
four-year program, the students will
work in local public schools.
Each yeat 18 more students will be
added
to the
program,
which
eventually will have four classes of 18
students cach.
The students will reccive $2000 per
academic
year
to
help
cover

expenses. Those with dependents will
teccive an additional allowance.
Screening of 120 applicants began
last week. About 60 per cent are
from Northern California.
The amount of Indian blood is not
a factor in admitting a student to the
program, but all applicants must be
on a tribal roll and high school
graduates.

The Budget Dollar
Actual Subsidy by ASB
sales.

in Cents Per Dollar collected from card

Football
Basketball
Baseball
Track
Cross Country
Wrestling

(1.16)
3.0c
4.1c
2.9¢
9c
1.9¢

Tennis

.5e

Golf
Water Polo
Fencing
Swimming
Misc. Athletics

8c
2.0
5c
2.2¢
1.1¢

Total Athletics

25.4¢

Wildlife

6c

Natural Resources

.5e

Modul Un

.5e

Total Conventions

1.6¢

Total publications
Art
Music

§.1¢
1.5¢
3.6c

Theater Arts

§.5¢

Language Arts

3.0¢

*Total Creative Arts

13.6¢

General Operations
ASB Office Expense
YES
Social Activities
Unallocated Reserve
Budget Override

13.0¢
23.0c
8.0¢
3.9e
3.0c
3.0

Net ASB Subsidy

* 99.6

Calculated to nearest doflar,

thus .4c discrepancy.
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Editorial

Smou..Despite efforts of students at s..-

Tokenism and You

and
clsewhere,
the
“Save
the
Smothers Brothers” movement has
apparently been to no avail, as CBS
has announced in a press release a
‘“‘contemporary
musical
comedy-variety program” to be aired
starting next fall in the time slot now
occupied by the Smothers Brothers.
The
program,
yet
untitled,
according to the CBS release, will star
Leslie Uggams. The release from CBS
made no mention of the fact that the
9-10 p.m. Sunday time slot the
program
will appear
in is that
currently
held
by the Smothers
Brothers. The announcement of the
program reportedly was made by
CBS president Robert D. Wood in a
closed circuit broadcast to all CBS
affiliates.
Woods was quoted in the release as
saying, “We are confident that she
(Miss Uggams) will give us a program
which can be enjoyed by all segments
of the television audience.”

PRESIDENT
SIEMENS

The Peer Group Concept calls for meaningful involvement of
students in the affairs of the college, along with the responsibilities
involved in involvement. The first step toward the accomplishment
of this ideal was made by the Ad Hoc Committee to Study Student

Participation on College Committees in its report to the President.
The report states, ‘Students should be appointed membership
on committees which make decisions directly affecting students.”
Assuming

that the recommendations of the Committee (which call

for nine more student positions on college committees) are carried
out by the college president, the question arises if we can handle the
jobs.
Last spring the ‘‘Meet Your Prof’’ series died for lack of interest.
last of the series was attended

by five persons,

we

expect

to gain

some

influence

on

the operations

of the

college?
The truth is that there
with
students
working
Student-Faculty Committee
four student members with

have
on
on
full

been many successful experiments
college committees.
The
Joint
Intercollegiate Athletics (JCIA) has
voting rights. This committee has

successfully supervised and coordinated all of the athletic programs
at HSC.
The

On

Campus

Housing

Committee

is

successfully

administeting the Peer Group Concept for the benefit of dorm
residents. This committee has five student representatives, one short
of a majority.
The appointment of a student to the Vice President Selection
Committee has proved to be a success.
So we have a challenge to show that we can accept these
responsibilities. What we can do about it is set our own house in
order, make our government representative by participating in
government affairs. The Student Body President is always looking
for new blood in making appointments. Offer him yours.
This increased participation will cause a reduction in the work
load on those who are now overloaded with big tasks.
The report on student participation seems to be tokenism at first
appearance. The result of its recommendations, if all approved,
would

not give students much more voice than they have now (32

voices instead of 23 students on committees). But it is a challenge, a
challenge to show our administration that we can do a job with just
as much, if not more, competence.
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Lumberjack reporter.
A grand total of 12.8 per cent of the students voted in the last
Student Legislative election. The candidate getting the most votes
was elected by five per cent, or 200, of the students.
The various committees and boards within the student
government structure consist of a relatively small number of
students doing the greatest portion of the work. It is difficult for the
Student Body President to find students interested enough and with
the capabilities required for ASB positions (College Program Board,
College Union Board, vacant Council seats, etc.) outside of the
present group.
With this in mind, how can we justify getting more students on
campus committees? If we can’t keep our own house in order, how
can
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Gene Aker, Eric Davis, John Watt
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the Edito

Lette
Greased Pig
Dear Editor:
1 was quite impressed with the
Lumberjack
Day events Thursday,
Friday,
and
Saturday
until the
greased pig contest. I, as well as my
two guests from the bay area, were
quite shocked by “gladiator” display
of 150-200 Ib. men against 50 Ib. pigs
whose only interest in the arena was
to get the hell out of there. It would
have surprised me if the small pigs
escaped from broken ribs and/or
internal injuries.
Couldn't this contest as casily have
been
done
with
a
greased
watermelon, as it seemed obvious
that the main fun originated from
people slogging around in the mud.
Or better yet, why not make it safe
to the pig and still safe for the
contestants by using about a 300-Ib.
sow and having team compctition in
hauling it off.
At Icast | would hope that small
pigs were not used again for an event
in a school which is so inherently
interested in natural resources.
Bruce H. Burling

Discrepancies

Dear Editor:
A few discrepancies in some aspects
of the Lumberjack Days celebrations
have come to our attention, Last year
we thought it to be a bit out of taste
when the prize for the Belle of the
Woods consisted of a cracked frying
pan glucd onto a piece of wood
which was fringed by dirty lace held
together by thumbtacks. To finish
off this beautiful masterpiece, the
names of most of the past Belle of
the Woods winners were glued on one
side of the wood beside the pan. Of
course the 1966 winner's name was
on upside down, 1967's name had
not been included and the ~ 1968
winner was never contacted to have
her name placed on the plaque, and
never

received

any

other

momento.

This year’s Belle had a one-sentence
coverage in the Lumberjack, with her
name
spelled wrong. The person
quoted as last year’s winner was not
last year’s winner, and had, in fact,
not been on campus during her

John Stanberry
INSURANCE

“winning weekend.”
This year’s winners of the Spring
Sing had two more sentences in the
Lumberjack than they had last year;
which brought their total coverage to
two wonderous sentences.
It is too bad that Humboldt’s major
celebration

for

the

spring

can

only

rate a total of five pictures and five
short articles in the campus paper.
We believe it would be of great value
to the ASB if the Lumberjack could
come out with a special edition of
Lumberjack Days coverage in partial
licu of a yearbook, A lot of people
worked
a long time to put on
Lumberjack

Days

and

it is a discredit

to them to ignore so much
fine work,

of their

Jill Mcintire
Diane Curtis
Gail Suszezynski
Editor’s Note: The Lumberjack is not
a yearbook, and is not financed for
special editions. Incidentally, there
were
two and onc half pages of

Lumberjack Days coverage in two
issucs of the paper, including twelve
pictures
and
ten
storics.
The
Lumberjack would like to officially
apologize for the misspelling of Miss
Suszczynski's name.

Toyon Review
Dear Editor:
i want to say thank you to the
students on the ASB and the Board
of Finance, and to the faculty,
administrators,
and
student

representatives who serve on the HSC
Foundation, for meeting the request
for funds made by the editors of
Toyon Review magazine this year,
when the magazine found itself in
dangerous economic straits. Both the
Board
of
Finance
and_
the
Foundation, rather than quibbling
over reasons why fund requests had
not been made during 1967-68 as
they should have been, came through
with the money needed for us to get
out a magazine whose pages and print
we may now treat with the dignity
befitting them, the efforts of the
student
short
story
writers, the
student
pocts, the photographers
whose work will appear therein.
What these two committees did on
behalf of
Toyon
Review
was
extremely important, striking a blow
for the perpetuation of part of what
is best in man — his achievement in
art.

Perhaps the two committees were
aware of this fact of the essential
value of art when they committed
money to our magazine. Perhaps they
knew too that the remorseless stride
of time may not look kindly upon
much of our own America
our
NATO
warships, our armics and

navies,

our

B-52's,

our

1969

Eldorados,
our
administrative
decisions, no, nor cven upon our
Peace Corps and cities and suburbias
and our great bridges and our vast
freeway systems — for these too may
one day themselves be idle curiosity
pieces for the historian as surcly as is
an
overgrown
Roman
road _ in
(Continued on Page %)

STATE
- EUREKANOW!

Nightly — 7:00 & 9:30
Saturday — 3:18-$:40-6:10-

10:40

Sunday — 1:15-4:00-6:38-9:15

SPECIAL MATINEE
WEO. MAY 7 — 4:00 P.M.
THUR. MAY 6 — 1:00 P.M.

“DAZZLING!
Once you see it, you'll never
agi
re
‘Romeo & Juliet’ quite the way a did before’ ap
©
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The

“But Presid ent

All Forms Of ineuraace
1020 G Arcata . 822-4657

This — And Other — MOVIE ALBUMS
Available at
Union Town Sound Co. “On the Plaza”
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Students study “Photography in the Twentieth Century,” a traveling exhibit
displaying photographs of some of the foremost photographers in the world.

The

display,

placed

in the Art-Music

Building

will remain

and viewing times are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday,

on campus

till

Photo Exhibit In Progress
“Photography
in the Twentieth
Century” is the title of the exhibition
of 150 photographs by the world’s
foremost photographers which will
open in the gallery of the Art-Music
Building at Humboldt State College
on Monday, May 5.
Photos by Ansel Adams, Henri
Cartier-Bresson,
David
Douglas
Duncan,
Robert
Capa,
Yasuro
Ishimoto,

Imogen

Cunningham,

Joe

Rosenthal,
Aaron
Siskind,
Peter
Stackpole, H. S. Wong, and John
Wood are among the photographers
whose works are in the show.
The
exhibition
is a_ traveling
collection selected by Nathan Lyons,
Associate Director and Curator of
Photography of the George Eastman
House
in
Rochester,
N.Y.
The

Crisis Workshop
Scheduled Friday
With the aim of helping mental
health professionals to become more
proficient
in
assisting
persons
through
cmotionally
hazardous
situations, a workshop on trauma
produced by sudden crisis will be
held Friday, May 9 and Saturday,
May 10 at HSC,
Entitled “Crisis Intervention” the
workshop will be led by Dr. Louis
Paul, M.D., a Los Angeles psychiatrist
in private practice and a member of
the
medical
faculties
at
the
University of Southern California and
the University of California at Los
Angeles.
Dr.
Paul
will
conduct

College Analyst
Position Opened

Budgets Are Questioned

Applications are being taken at
HSC for the position of Assistant
Personnel Analyst, which will be
established July 1. The post will
entail personnel classification studies,
recruitment
and_
testing,
and
orientation and training under the
general
direction
of the College
Personnel Officer.
Qualifications for the post include
a minimum of two years of full-time
experience in professional personnel
work
or a closely related field,

week's budget hearings were outlined
at
Thursday
night's
Student
Legislative Council meeting. Four
groups
have
requested
budget
appeals. They are, Y.E.S., W.R.A.,
Frosh
Camp
and
Toyon.
Three
representatives from each group are
allowed
to
make
a five-minute
Opening
statement,
after
which
Council may ask questions and an
open discussion will take place.
The groups are secking appeals on
funds given them in the 1969-70

preferably

in higher education,

Procedures and schedules for this

and a

bachelor’s
degree
or equivalent.
Preference will be given candidates
with
a master’s
degree
in
an
appropriate field.
The monthly salary range is from

$783 to $950.

Eastman museum, chartered by the
Regents of the State of New York in
1947,
maintains
a permanent
collection of photographs, motion
pictures, apparatus, documents, and
books.
The
institution
also
organizes
exhibitions for display throughout
the world, conducts research in the
history
of
photography
and
cinematography,
and
supports
a
publications program.
The 150 photos of the exhibition
were published in a book by the same
title. The collection reflects the
museum's
mission
to
“establish,
develop, and maintain a graphic and
continuing history of photography.”
Prepared in collaboration with the
National Gallery of Canada,
the
collection opened there in February
of 1967. A tour in the spring of 1968
carried it throughout Canada.
The display, open to the public,
will remain at HSC until Friday, May
23. Hours will be 9:00 a.m. until
5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Application for the position will be
accepted in the College Personnel
Office,
Room
214
of
the
Administration Building, until June
1. Further
information
may
be
obtained

by

contacting

the

budget which came out recently,

The
Council
also
approved
motion to allocate up to $350
additional

funds

to

Toyon,

a
in
the

campus literary magazine. A $400
Original allocation had been made.
The HSC Foundation gave the ASB
the $350 to use toward Toyon,
General Manager Howard Goodwin
gave a brief report on Camellia Bowl
revenues, a total of $7,690 was

received from NCAA,
President Hartman
told council
that Norman Epstein, Chief Counsel
for the California State Colleges, is
scheduled to be on campus May 13
and 14 for the purpose of discussing
with anyone on campus legal matters
concerning the college. Students may
make appointments with Dean of
Student Affairs.

KEET Plans Auction
KEET
TV,
which is currently
broadcasting daytime programs has
scheduled an auction to be held on
the evenings of May 22, 23, 24, 25,
to help raise money
to begin a
tentative
night-time
program
schedule.
The
educational
station, which
recently started broadcasting during
daytime hours only, will offer such
programs
as The
World
Press,
Spectrum, and Net Playhouse in their
night-time listings.

College

Personnel Officer, Humboldt State
College,
Arcata,
Calif.
95521,
telephone 826-3736.

Statistics Given

Dro NouEnuoy Romeo ¢Jouier?
SEE

Statistics concerning the number of

students in each academic class who
made
the cumulative
presidential
scholars list and the winter quarter
scholar’s list have been released by

THE

ALBUM

ar

Unon Lown

Registrar John Fry.

There are actually two lists, Fry
said. One is the cumulative list and
the other is a list for the preceding
quarter,
During

the

winter

quarter,

33

freshmen, 4.7 per cent of the class,
73 sophomores, 10.5 per cent, 98
juniors, 7.9 per cent, and 108 seniors
or 9.S per cent of their class made
the scholar’s list.

While Romeo& Juliet is playing
at the State Album Special: $3.52

Wh y is Camaro
the pace car again?

Barnes

Drug

‘On the Plaza’
You will find all of
your cosemetic needs
Revelon
DuBarry
Arden
Max Factor

and Others

Lipstick—Mascara—
lish— Eye Shadow,Ete.

Official Indianapolis 500 Pace Car, Camaro SS Convertible
with Rally Sport equipment and new Super Scoop hood.

Because it's the Hugger.
Camaro SS has been chosen to be the Indy 500
pace car for the second time in three years. That's
because it has what it takes.

Engine

choices

start

with

a standard

350-cu.-in. Turbo-Fire V8 and

BARNES DRUG

396-cu.-in.

Turbo-Jet

job.

300-hp

run up to a 325-hp

There’s

even

a

new

Super Scoop hood you can order. It opens on
acceleration, pouring cooler air into the engine for
more

go

power.

The SS version of the Hugger grips the road with
wide-oval tires on 14 x 7-inch-wide wheels, beefed-

Arcata

FECTIVE

Aa

up suspension and power disc brakes.

The transmission comes linked to a 3-speed floor
shift. If you want still more, there’s a 4-speed Hurst
shifter available.
Indy’s tough. So’s Camaro SS.
When it comes to pacesetting, it’s pretty
that Camaro knows its way around.
Start setting a pace of your own. At

clear
your

Chevrolet dealer’s now.

Putting you first, keeps us first.

Pacesetter Values at our Sports Department.
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Spurs Tapped
For Next Year
New Spurs for the 1969-70 year
ave been selected by the Spurs of
chis year. The new spurs were tapped
om April 21, and honored at a
sreakfast that morning.
They were formally initiated at a
luncheon at O.H.’s Townhouse on
Saturday, May 3. Old and new Spurs
attended a formal at Hobart’s Art
Gallery
evening.

This view of the HSC

campus

was taken from 1000 feet up over Humboldt
Bay with a Nikon Phototomic-F. The plane was flying at approximately 80 air
miles per hour.

in

Ferndale

on

Saturday

Officers selected for the 1969-70
year are: President, Nancy Campbell;
Vice
President,
Diana
Renner;
Secretary,
Kem
Kuntzman,
Treasurer, Terri Holden; Songleader,
Pat McWhorter; Editor, Pat Banducci;
and Historian, Karen Coleman.
Debbie Schlack, a Spur this year,
will serve as the Junior Advisor for
next year.

No Action
In Plane Buzz
During

the

logging

Lumberjack
Days
appeared over the

what

some

passes

did

Spectators
on

a

said
few

low

the

low

was

and

speculated

that the pilot would have

his

revoked

license

The
local
Administration
Payne,
action

said
has

nothing
said

has

that

about

in

in

such

for

reported.
to

FAA
place,
other

person

the

of

aviation
discuss

person

actions,

has

he

a

may

meet
the

with

reorganization

students

record

of

and

a

suggesting

Housing

an

was

doing,

he

may

just

his

receive

they

have

not

had

any

similar problems.

Seniors at the graduation ceremonies,
according
to
Michacl
Corcoran,
chairman
of
the
1969

Committee.

The

time for the ceremonies was set at
10:00 a.m. so that the heat of the
afternoon
will
not
bother
those

attending, he said.
The selection of Redwood Bowl as
the site for the event was made
by

graduating
attending,

the size of the expected

class
according

and
to

the

strike

efforts

state

policy
on

the

heard

at

the — policy

Hartman
added
that
many
objectives were merely directed by

him and Council carried out the
programs.
Rich Winnic, a senior economics
major
and
ASB
Vice-President
stressed the need for a committee
structure in council which would
help accomplish objectives. Student
Legislative Council has committees
working on different problem areas,
among

them

the

utility

committee

discussing the proposed student park
and the policy committee which has
been
working
on
the chaperone
policy.
Both
stressed
the desire for a
stronger
Hartman

student
said
that

programs

but

set

goals

government,
they
outlined

that council

under

the

itself has
committee

structure.

Fieldbrook Kids
In Drama Class
Students
department
dramatics

in
the
theater
arts
have
been
teaching

to grade

school children in

bicldbrook.
One of the most recent projects
was a play about two African tribes
that worshipped the same god. One
tribe is aesthetically oriented, the
other aggressive oriented. Trouble
arises when the tribes argue over the
value of their respective gifts.

was taken by Mike Graff from a Cessna

Notice

to

all

seniors:

request

in writing

You

may

to participate

in

graduation if you will complete the
requirements in summer school, Your
request should be filed at the office

of admissions and records by May

15.

Have You Checked Your

Hutchin’s
Market

Dictionary Lately For
The Definitions Of :

Liquors
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Handmade

ring,

pearl
setting.
Administration
Sentimental

sterling

silver

Lost
in
Building.
Value.

Cydne

with

Gusiness
Reward.
Bean,

In Northtown

1644 G St. — VA 2-1965

job...., 1. a piece of work; definite piece of work, as in one’s
trade, or done by agreement for pay. 2. anything one has to do;
task; chore; duty...

Rich Winnie, ASB Vice President,
was named last week to speak for the

necessary

to

president's

semester-quarter change

and finals week committee.

172. Graff hung out of the door-way of the plane that was piloted by Harold

445-0461.

Winnie Named
For Grad Talk

Commencement

has

investigating

JUNE GRADS
This view of the Jolly Giant Complex

a

not have a telephone so they have
not been able to contact him. Flynn
said that no one has been willing to
say that the plane was actually fying
below the legal limit. He said that in

years

while

recommending level.
Since
then,
there
has _ been
increased
student
representation.
Students
have
positions on
the
committee to select a Vice-President
for Academic Affairs, the committee

Hartman, ASB President. The shots were taken on Saturday, April 12.

warning.
The
incident
was
reported
to
Eureka Acro, supposed owners of the
rental plane.
John Flynn, of the
company, said that the person who
checked out the plane supposed to
have been the one in question, does

two

ideas,

Committee

alternate

student”

It

license revoked. If it is the first case
and the person did not realize what
he

and

had
accomplished — his
and more. In the area of
representation,
Hartman

viewpoints

such

be fined or have

of administrative

the Council
serves the legislative
function), push for pre-registration,
fight against tuition, and revision of
dorms and housing policies.
During
the
past
year
under
Hartman
and
Vice-President
Rich

the

situation.

a

legislative branches, (the president
and vice-president representing the

cases are documented,

and

outlined

six-point program last spring as a part
of his campaign platform,
Among
the points listed were:

Payne said, usually he and the county

director

major,

the feelingsof HSC students.
In
the
fall
of
1968,
Hartman
discussed the need to evaluate college
committees based on the idea that
students, as members of the college
community,
should
have — their

Payne

the

such

incident,

by

campuses. He did this, Hartman said,
because he felt he was representing

anything

needs
to
know
the
time,
number of the plane and any
information available

When

an

do

forestry

supporting

that no
because

been

senior

presented

such actions.

order

promises

Current President Harold Hartman,
a

college

tederal
Aviation
representative, John
an interview
been
taken

many

into practice by the elected official
after the campaigning is over?

felt}
he
objectives
student

figure-cights.

plane

bring

concerning
housing
for
students,
especially
in view
of the coming
freeway.
In an interview, Hartman said he

in the crowd commented

how

Elections

candidates.
How
many
of he
campaign statements are actually put

been established. The committee has
been
working
on’
problems
of

were

by Judy Brown

Winnie

a light airplane
crowd and made

people

and

events

Campaign Promises,
How Many Kept?

people
Corcoran.

The ceremonies will have to be
postponed in event of rain, he said,
because
the
Men's
Gym
is
inadequate.

SMITTY’S

career ....4. one’s progress through life. 5. one’s advancement
or achievement in a particular vocation; hence. 6. a lifework;

profession; occupation

. . .

*(Webster’s New World Dictionary, College Edition, 1966)

The

San

offering

Francisco

Career

District

of the

opportunities

Internal

in Northern

Revenue

Service is

California

for the

position of

REVENUE OFFICER
Candidates available for employment in June will be considered
for entry into a planned training program which leads to early
development of abilities and challenging assignments in tax law
compliance. Starting salaries (effective July 1969) range from

$7412

to $8404

per year. Excellent fringe benefits include

telocation expenses. Testing and interviews will be conducted by

IRS Recruiters who will be on campus May 7, 1969. See your
Placement Officer today.

Lubrication
- wheel balancing
Minor Tune - Ups
Blue Chip Stamps
ree Pickup -Delivery

1007 G. ST. 822-3873}

Internal Revenue Service
an equal opportunity employer
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CSC: Who Rules
(Continued from Page 1)

number of insurance companies.
Earl Jorgensen is a director of the Transamerica Corporation,
which has assets of $2,928,000,000. He is also on the board of
directors of Northrop Corporation, which specializes in military
aircraft, missiles, and space equipment; American Potash and
Chemical Corporation and its parent monopoly Kerr-McGee, the
202nd largest industrial corporation in the nation, with assets of
$600,000,000; and Rheem Manufacturing.
Charles Luckman, former president of Pepsodent Company and
Lever Brothers, is president of Luckman Associates, an architectural
firm which in the past ten years has reaped an income in excess of

$1,500,000,000. Luckman designed the strategic air force and naval
bases in Spain and Thailand. In addition, he sits on the board of
directors of Flying Tiger Lines, the outfit with the major contract
for flying war materials to Vietnam.
Dudley Swim is a member of the board of directors of Delmonte

Corporation,

the 168th largest industry in the United States, and

also a director of Liberty Mutual Insurance Company (along with
Trustee Hart). Finally, he is chairman of the board of National

Open House
For Center

\
\

Humboldt
State's
Institutional
Research
and
Automatic
Data
Processing Services Center will be
holding an open house for students
on Wednesday, May 14, from 11 a.m,
to 1 p.m. in Nelson Hall, west wing.
The computer

registration program

will be operating, in which

all parts

of the

the disc,

computer,

including

input-output, and print out, will be
running. The purpose of the open
house is to familiarize students with
the center and its purpose. The
programmer director and staff will be
available for questions.
The Office of Institutional Studies,
now in its third year at Humboldt,
was established to anticipate major
college
problems.
These
include
future

enrollment,

space

planning,

educational programs, personnel and
student problems. The studies help to
plan. organize, and carry out a
program

to “encourage,

support

a

develop, and

Airlines.
Karl Wente is president of Wente Brothers Winery, of Wente
Farms and the Wente Land and Cattle Company. He is also a

continuous

director of the Livermore branch of the Bank of America and the
American Automobile Association.

utilization of the resources placed at
the disposal of this institution...”

IN

ADDITION

TO

THEIR

in the business

world through directorships and presidencies, some of the trustees
maintain ties as lawyers for business firms.
James Thacker is a lawyer who used to work for the Sullivan and
Cromwell law firm (a Rockefeller outfit that gave the world John
Foster Dulles) which handles accounts for big corporations and was
instrumental in the 1930's in placing American capital in the service
of German industrialists financing and rearming Hitler through the
firm of J. Henry Schroeder and Company. And William Norris is a
lawyer who specialized in representing food processors and real
estate interests.
The control exercised over business and industry by members of
the board of trustees in many instances extends to the field of real

estate, which in turn depends upon banks, insurance companies, and
investment concerns to underwrite mortgages and loans.
Paul Spencer is a designer and draftsman, whose organization
created Sycamore Groves Inc., which operates a 98-unit apartment
project in Highland Park, Los Angeles. He also owns various other
properties which include industrials, citrus, and avocado ranches.
Charles Luckman designed the Bunker Hill redevelopment
project in Los Angeles. George Hart is tied to the Inglewood Realty

Company and George D. Hart Inc.; and Albert Ruffo owns much
housing in the San Jose State College campus area.

THERE

ALSO

keneek

IS CONSIDERABLE CONTROL exercised over

the news media by members of the board of trustees.

Mrs.

Phillip

Conley

is the former

Phoebe

McClatchy

of the

powerful
Central
Valley
newspaper
publishing family which
publishes the Fresno BEE, Modesto BEE, and Sacramento BEE.
Trustee Daniel Ridder controls 14 newspapers, television, and radio
stations in and out of California.
These ties to the media are especially important for those
trustees who have been active politically. Everyone knows that
Reagan and Rafferty have tremendous political power.
What most people don’t know is that a number of other trustees

also have exercised considerable direct political power and that in
some instances this political power has operated more subtly in the
form of ties to the courts and even to the police.

For

instance,

respectively,

Theodore

ex-mayors

of

Meriam

Chico

and

and

San

Alfred
Jose.

Ruffo

Alec

Cory

are,

(Continued on Page 6)

JACK-CYN;
ACRES h
ee
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attitude

of

order

to

in

The

in

even

Institutional

more

effective

Research

co-operatively
Office

and

program

with
the

=

attoccastons

|

institutional
dutics,
the

studics

research. Among other
Institutional
Research

also

administers

Phone 422-1791

(
i

supporting,
indirectly,

the

both

directly

instructional

and

program

at Humboldt State. Direct support
provided
available

EVER VTHING!

use of the computer in their subject
material. Indirect support is provided
through
the
processing
of
administrative
data,
the
making
available of facilities for student and
faculty
research,
and
providing
consulting services to areas requesting
it,

Computer
usage
at
HSC
was
initiated in 1964 with installation of
an IBM 1620 small-scale scientific
digital computer. During the years
since 1964 additional units have been
added to the original configuration

“making this computer installation
one of the more capable in the state
college system,”

Banquet Set
For Business Club
The ninth annual Business Club
banquet will be held on Saturday,
May
10, at the
Angelina
Inn at
bernbridge. Dinner will be served at 8
p.m. preceded by a social hour at 7

p.m,
All professors and students in the
business and economics divisions of
HSC are invited to attend
New Business
Club officers will be
officially installed. Also, the winners
of the Outstanding Business Professor
of the Year Award, the Business Club

Scholarship,

the Wall Street

Journal

Award, and the National Association
Award of Merit will be announced.
Tickets for the event are available
in the business division office
Chairman of this year’s banquet is
John Bowmer.

PLEASE PATRONIZE
THE LUMBERJACK
ADVERTISERS

Tip-top tune-ups, too.

MECHANIC ON DUTY
Check on our budget terms
ané G Streets
We Give S & 4 Green Stamos
malin

is

by making the cquipment
to classes directly involving

We speciatize in Shetiubrication and...

_—

and

co-ordinates
the
automatic
data
processing services of the college.
The ADP Services is charged with

MAX & JIM’S
just about

the

California
State
Colleges
in
developing plans, programs, budgets,
and
procedures
for
systemwide

,

FLOWERS FOR

May Day celebration. Besides the traditional May Pole dance, the students
danced under sunny skies to other folk dance routines.

other

was

deputy city prosecutor in San Diego and Mrs. Phillip Conley is the
wife of Judge Phillip Conley of the Fourth Appellate Court of

Se

resulting

Chancellor's

INVOLVEMENT

eee

self-study

produce a decision-making capability

works

ceeeceknee

college-wide

Tat

QUBALE TY BOLDLY

y

MEN,
BIG, BOLD LEATHER BELTS WITH
ANTIQUED BRASS BUCKLES ARE
NEWS NOW! BELT A FEW AROUND
YOUR FLARE-LEG SLACKS! BY
PARIS”. PRICED FROM $5 TO $7 AT
ROOS/ATKINS
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Tuttle Leads Tracksters
To Win In Triangular

CSC: Who Rules
(Continued from Page 5)

Appeals. William Norris served as law clerk to Justice William O.
Douglas during the 1955-56 term of the U.S. Supreme Court.
weeekeee

IT IS ALMOST NEEDLESS TO SAY that the
orientation of most of the trustees is highly conservative.
Their

political

life

styles,

interests,

not

only

in

terms

political

of their vocational

and

but also in terms of their social interests are

extremely conservative.
Consider, for instance, the various civic organizations which the
trustees belong to. A good many are on the Chamber of Commerce
in the particular city in which they reside. Still others belong to
groups such as the Masons, the American Legion, the Elks, and the

Kiwanis Club. Some

have even held positions of power in these

organizations, such as Theodore Meriam, who is a Grand Master of
the Masonic Order in California, and Dudley Swim, a national
vice-commander of the American Legion in 1966.
These men not only control the state colleges, but also maintain
control over other educational institutions in and out of California.

Dudley Swim, is a trustee of Rockford College in Illinois, and of
Wabash College in Indiana. Along with Trustee George Hart, Swim is

also a director of the Stanford Research Institute, a military think
tank.

Hart himself is member of the Ross School District board of

trustees.
Earl Jorgensen is presently a trustee of the California Institute of
Technology, a charter member of the University of Southern

California Associates and a member of Pomona College Associates.
Charles Luckman is a member of the board of associates of
Northwestern University and the California Institute of Technology,

the president's council of George Pepperdine College and Loyola
University, and is on the University of Illinois Foundation.
Alec Cory is president of the University of California Alumni
Club of San Diego County.

Then there are the ex-officio trustees like Rafferty, Reagan and
Dumke who shape the policies of all educational institutions in
California and in the rest of the United States, either as members of
the board of regents which exercises.control over the University
system in California, as members of the state legislature which funds

public education, and as administrators of our secondary schools and
colleges.
This, then, is the interlocking nature of power in California. The
same men who have a tremendous amount of control over education
are often in political and financial control.

Students In Dorm Meets
privacy for an individual, and that all
dorms should not be co-ed.
Discussion
groups
on
judicial

conference was for the Pacific
Association
of
Colleges

should be strict in order to keep
people in line. That way, delegates
said, a person could be pressured into

University Residence Halls, held in
Reno, The second was the annual
conference

of

Association of
Housing

the

councils

and

was

held

in

Eureka.
The
residence
hall
meeting
consisted of workshop sessions on

delegate

on

Janet

the’

meetings,

Alfieri said,

“We

were

the most progressive school.”
The delegates said that most of the
schools

who

have

co-ed

dorms

his old steeplechase

Giovannetti

(H),

Haran

440 Yard Hurdles — Case
Nordheim
(UCD),
Soliah
Thompson (SF) - :55.3.

(H),
(H).

440
Yard
Relay
-— Humboldt
(Ukena, Walsh, O'Reilly, Stannard),
UCD, SFS — :42.4.
Mile Relay — Humboldt (O'Reilly,
E, Miller, Case, Engel), UCD, SFS 3:22.8.
Field Events
Shot Put — Carlsen (SF), Hook (H),
Getchell
(H),
Powers
(UCD)
48-84.
Javalin — Barton (H), Gephart (H),
Hobbs
(H), Golhamer (UCD)
212-5.
Discus
Alcala (H), Fahey (SF),
O'Brien (UCD), Sinn (UCD) — 160-3.
High Jump
— J. Johnson (H),
Cappel (H), Tune (UCD), Lawritson
(UCD) — 6-2.
Triple Jump
Humpert (UCD),
Noennick
(SF),
R.
Francis (H),
Johnston (SF) — 46-0.
Long Jump
Johnson (SF), P.
Johnson (H), Bowens (SK), Mock

£23

cee

=

Gary Tuttle is shown here coming off
the water jump

record-setting

on

his way

time

to

in

that

the

like

them. Some of the points mentioned
were that dorms should maintain

The

discussions

on apathy

steeplechase. This was the final
home

e for
it by turning in
the nation for
clocking put

Tuttle and he marked
the fifth best time in
this year. His 8:56
him almost half a

minute
ahead
competitor.

of

his

closest

(UCD) — 21-5 34.
Pole
Vault
Drogovich
(SF),
Cremer
(H),
McCary
(UCD),
Johnston (SF) — 14-5,
Total Points and Team Standings:
Humboldt, 101; UC Davis, 59; San
Francisco, 32.

(UCD),

Williams (SF) — 1:56.7.
Mile Run
Engel (H), Noland
(SF), Byers (H), Stillwell (UCD)
4:15.3.
Three-Mile Run
G. Miller (H),
Tomlinson (UCD), Zygaczenko (H),
Noonan (H) - 14:38.5
Steeplechase — Tuttle (H), Spradlin

councils

delegates
In the
the issue
offered,

of

power

centered

and communications,

the

said,
housing officers conference,
was diversity in the facilities
said Mary King, hostess. In

general,

Miss King

officers

were

young

said, the housing
and

progressive,

and were interested in the students
first
and = maintaining
financial
obligations second.

FOUR TRACK STEREO CARTRIDGE TAPES

Be

a

maverick.

Whistle

galloping horsepower in
sixi — 120 hp in the
Large port cylinder head
breathing
engine

up

105

the standard
optional Six.
allows better
.. .quicker

acceleration . . improved performance

ranges.
Low
speed
clean
the
And
atmosphere up a little. Both engines

at

higher

maintenance.

Discount Prices
— $3.50 for recording & tape
~ $2.00 for recording
only

equipped

with

exhaust

emission

control system.

Finest Quality
Wide Selection
Any cut from any album
Because

of low

overhead,

ating out of my
at a big savings.

home, I am able to offer
Call 443-6085or
Come to 4805 Village Court, Eureka

FORD MAVERICK $ 2095"
ISACKSON MOTORS

a

the

thought the police should be kept off
campus if possible.

co-ed dorms, judicial councils, and
residence halls as power structures.
Commenting

broke

Humpert (UCD) — :15.5.

following the rules, knowing that the
council would be strict. The delegates
also said that the discussion groups

California

College and University

Officers

thought

Tuttle

record by 2 seconds with an 8:56
clocking, the fifth best time in the
U.S. this year and the third best in
college
competition.
His
closest
threat was UC WLavis star, Byron
Spradlin and Tuttle finished half a
lap and twenty nine seconds ahead of
him,
The
‘Jacks
were
only
slightly
favored going into the mect but
finished with 101 points to Davis’ 59
and San Francisco’s 32. Humboldt
captured 11 of 18 firsts and finished
1-2-3 in the javelin and 440 yard run.
UC Davis won four events and San
Francisco took three.
John Alcala and Lee Barton both
turned in personal bests in their
respective specialtics. Barton tossed
the javelin 212 feet, five inches, while
Alcala hurled the discus 160 feet,
three inches.
San Francisco’s
Rick Dragovich
also turned in a top performance in
the pole vault, going 14-5 and Scott
Humpert of UCD set a new Aggie
record of 46 feet in the triple jump.
Other first place finishes for HSC
were Mike Phillips in the 440, Bill
Scobey in the 880, Vince Engel in
the mile, Gary Miller in a hotly
contested three mile, Jim Johnson in
the high jump and Dean Case in the
440 yard hurdles.
Individual results are:
Track Events
100 Yard Dash
Reifer (UCD),
Ukena (H), Canning (UCD), Stannard
(H) — :10.0,
220 Yard Dash - Reifer (UCD),
Canning (UDC), Walsh (H), Stannard
(H) — :22.8.
440 Yard Run
Phillips (H),
O'Reilly (H), E. Miller (H), Swain
(UCD) — :49.7.
880 Yard Run
Scobey (H),

~ 8:56.6.
120 Yard
H. H. — Nordheim
(UCD), tie: Basghore (H), Battle (H),

(UCD), Haver (UCD), Shores (UCD)

In two recent conferences regarding
campus housing, HSC has proven to
have progressive
housing
policies,
delegates
reported.
The
first
Coast
and

Paced
by
Gary
Tuttle's
record-breaking steeplechase, HSC’s
track team unleashed a devastating
all-round performance Saturday to
demolish UC Davis and San Francisco
State here at Redwood Bowl.

*During Introductory Period.

SPORTS
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ATHLETE-OF-

EK

"Jacks Even Record
With Three Wins
by John Watt
HSC blasted hapless Sonoma State
three times, 14-2, 10-9, and 9-3, last
weekend here in Arcata. Humboldt’s
league record is now 9-9.

Friday’s

game

was

a spectator’s

delight due to four homers in the
nine inning affair.
Sonoma’s single blast was a two-run
belt by second baseman Jeff Barker
in the eighth.

Starter

Danny

Alfson

helped

his

own cause with a three-run shot. He
also added a pair of singles in going
3-5,
Frank Topolewski put one out of
the park that measured 370 ft. over
the left center field fence.
Mel Shuman, however, took the
plate honors in collecting a home
run, triple, and a single in three times

at bat. He also drove in four runs to
cap a typical performance of the
quiet right fielder.
HSC totaled 14 tuns on 12 hits
while Sonoma picked up two runs on
cight hits.
Danny Alfson started and went all
the way for Humboldt. He struck out
13 Cossacks, walked one and allowed
cight hits.
Larry
LeFor got the loss for
Sonoma.
He
went
three innings
striking out two, giving seven hits and
cight walks. Dana gave up five hits
after he came on in the fourth to
finish the game.
The ‘Jacks scored one in the first,
two in the second, three in the third,
four in the fourth, two in the fifth
and two in the seventh.
Sonoma’s two runs were scored in
the cighth inning.
Saturday saw two more victories
under Humboldt’s belt. HSC won the
opener, 10-9, and the nightcap, 9-3.
In the sixth inning of the opener,
freshman Craig Olson got himself in
hot water and senior Doug Gilley was
called to put out the fire. Gilley put
down the only man he faced in the
sixth. He then led off in the bottom
of the sixth with a 340 ft. home run
over the right field fence.
Gilley

had

a

rough

time

in

the

seventh as he struck out the first
batter he faced, but a walk, a single,
and John Bussman's round trip belt
put a quick three runs on the board
for Sonoma. With the score 10-9
Gilley got the next two batters to fly
out and preserve the win for Olson.
Sonoma had started the scoring
with two runs in the third and a hit
batter, a single, and Gogan's rbi
double to left center.
HSC came back in the fourth with
four runs on four successive hits;
three

singles

followed

by

Ken

Papini’s double to right center plus a
pair of Sonoma errors.
Sonoma then countered with three
in the fourth on three singles and a
‘Jack error
Sonoma scored one more in the
fifth. Humboldt turned around with
three runs in the bottom half of the

inning. Mel Shuman’s two-run double
was the big blow.
Frank Topolewski'’s double and
Gilley’s homer highlighted the three
run sixth,
Sonoma threatened with three in
the seventh but fell short.
Papini
and
Topolewski,
both
three-for-four, led Humboldt’s 12 hit
barrage.
The second game turned out to be
a “can of corn” for the ‘Jacks as they
were never threatened.
Sonoma scored one in the second
inning. Humboldt evened the score in
the third on Papini’s single, a walk,
Papini’s steal of third and Patton's
single to left center.
The ‘Jacks scored three more in the
fourth

on

three

singles

Norman

Epstein, Chief

California

the

win striking out

with

the

be

arranged

of

the

state

Epstein

can

to see

through

mile

in

a

mect

against

Hayward and Sacramento.
The slender distance star graduated
from Los Angeles’ Cleveland High
where he lettered for two years in
crosscountry, track and basketball.
Bill then went on to Pierce JC for
two years before serving a three-year
stint in the Army.
A P.E, major minoring in History,
Bill sports a GPA of 3.1.
A junior, he is looking forward to a
unique
career
combination
of
fireman and lifeguard in the L. A.

Friday,and

dropping

Oregon

College

8-1 and Oregon College of Education,
5-1. All were non-league matches.
HSC is now 5-4 for the season and
will travel to UC Davis for the final
FWC match of the season,
Results of the weekend's matches
are:
HSC vs. SOC
Si
Vern Loy (S) def. Steve Miller, 6-4,
6-0.
Roy Stephens
(H) def. Jim Brochis,
6-0, 4-6, 6-2.

John
Corbett
(HM)
def.
Steve
Steward, 3-6, 6-4, 6-2.
Steve Flannes (H) def. Jim Gail,
9-7, 6-2.
George
Nagel
(HM)
def.
Eric
Johanson, 6-1, 6-2.
Ron Lowe (H) def. Stan Sevruk,
14, 6-2, 9-7.
Doubles

Miller-Stephens (H) def. Loy-Gail,
3-6, 9-7, 6-4.
Corbett-Lowe
(H)
Brochis-Stewart,
6-1, 6-3.
Klannes-Nagel
(H)
Sevruk-Johanson, 6-1, 6-3.
Totals
HSC 8, SOC 1.

def.
def.

the

Dean

Administrative
Affairs Office,
Don Strahan, Adm. Rm. 221.

got

the

nod

for

baseball’s Athlete of the Week for his
strong all-around performance against
Sacramento.
The hard-hitting center-fielder is a
graduate of St. Bernard’s High, where
he lettered in both basketball and
baseball for three years.
Ken then went on for two years at
the College of the Redwoods before
coming to HSC,
A
P.E.
major
and _ psychology
minor, the 175 Ib. junior plans to go
on for his Masters upon graduation.
Skiing,
waterskiing
and
fishing
occupy

Ken's spare time.

College Master
No.

| IN

COLLEGE

IWC
down

6-0, 6-1.

Roy
Stephens
(H)
def.
Scott
Spencer, 6-2, 6-4.
John Corbett (H) def. Clem Mullin,
6-3, 6-0.

SALES

OCE

Francisco.
A local boy, Jim graduated from
Eureka High, where he participated
in basketball, baseball, track and golf.
He then came to HSC via 2 years at
College of the Redwoods.
A business administration major,
Jim plans to go on to graduate
school, then work in some area of
college administration.
Bowling and tennis take up his
Spare time.

Fidelity Union
Life Insurance

1935

leading Sacramento State put

Bresee,,

the

Crooks, 84

HSC

St. Apt.

team

18-9

81;

Bob

Clark,

82;

and Liquors

KEG BEER

HSC

Leon

12pm

Jim Claitor (S) def. Roy Stephens,’

6-1, 2-6, 10-8,
John Corbett
6-0, 6-3.

Steve

lannes

(H) def. Mike

(H)

def.

of

Dr.

16N

Lynch,

Bill Belia,

640, 6-2.

George
Nagel
(H)
def.
Hilary
Hawken, 6-2, 6-2.
Ron Lowe (H) def. Dave Shapiro,
7-5, 6-1.
Doubles
Miller-Corbett
(H)
def.
Richards-Lynch, 6-1, 6-4.
Stephens-Lowe
(H)
def.
Claitor-Belia, 34, 6-4, 64.
Flannes-Nagel
(H)
def.
Ralph
Brand-Shapiro, 6-1, 6-0.

Engine Anaylsis

- $4.50

FLYNN’S INN
Open 7 days per week
Featuring the finest in

PIZZA & COCKTAILS
ORDERS TO GO
LIVE MUSIC
with

Monday
COMPLETE CAR SERVICE
Specialize Tune Ups, Generator,
Carb., Starter, Brakes, Muffier & Pipes.
Engine Analysis & Tune-Up by Electronic Scope.
Trailer
& Truck + Flat bed trailers, campers, dolly, Tow Bars, Horse

LORENZO SHELL SERVICE
Tth & G St. 622-7903
J

Special:

MERV GEORGE

50¢ off on any pizza

HAPPY HOUR 5“6™
577 — 7th St.

Gary

Sacramento — Jacobson, 74; Marty
Schmidt, 75; Dennis Irvine, 76; Jim
Liskum, 76; Jim Fleming, 81; Jim
Lister, 81.

4"STREET MAR

0,

vs. Sonoma
Si
Steve
Miller
(H)
def.
Richards, 6-2, 6-0.

golf

Satureay at Sunset Oaks Golf Course
in Sacramento.
Individual results follow:
Humboldt — Greg Bean, 75; Larry
Babica, 77; Jim Guy, 80; Randy

Steve
Flannes
(H)
def.
Phil
Schroeder, 6-4, 6-0.
Ron Lowe (H) def. Steve Miller,
— HSC 5,

drop his opponent 2 1/2 - 1/2 at San

HSC Loses To Sac Golfers 18 - 9

HSC vs. OCE
Steve Miller (H) def. Steve Vaughn,

6-3, 6-1.
Totals

Jim Guy
Jim Guy turned in one of his finest
performances of the year to capture
golf's Athlete of the Weck honors.
The muscular senior carded a 74 to

(707 )822-5202

Athletes of the Week

Humboldt Netmen
Up Season Record
HSC"'s tennis squad racked up three
straight victories over the weckend
by
defeating
Sonoma
State
8-1

Ken Papini
Ken
Papini

area after graduation.

Sponsor of Lumberjack

himself.

Trailers For Rent.

Hartman.

Appointments

4:07.7.

will be

assisting anyone on
matters concerned

operation
said

six;

Bill Scobey gained track’s Athicte
of the Week honors by turning in a

Thurs. Fri. & Sat. Nights

on ampus May 13 and 14, according
to Harold Hartman, ASB President.
“Epstein’s visit is for the purpose

college,”

six, walking

Bill Scobey

Counsel for

State Colleges,

of discussing and
ampus
in legal

Papini’s

allowing seven hits and three runs.
Ken Papini was the big man in the
scries. He went 8-12 at the plate,
drove in three runs and scored cight

CSC Attorney
To See Students
the

and

double. They added a pair in the
fifth, one in the sixth, and finished
with a pair in the seventh,
Greg Shanahan breezed through to

( A

\

orders

822-499)
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Communist Papers
Here From Cuba
by Mike Stockstill
For the past year,
official
organ
of
Committee

of the

Gramma, the
the
Central

Communist

Party

of Cuba has been delivered to the
office of the Lumberjack.
It is a weekly review of the top
stories of the Cuban press. It is
published in Havana and comes out
in English,
Spanish
and
French
editions.
Gramma
is
typical
of
the
communist
press.
Scattered
throughout its pages are stories of
economic

growth,

speeches

by party

leaders, announcements of upcoming
events, and other standard news
items such as interviews and features.
The

weekly

review

is unmistakably

slanted. A host of phrases that pop
up in communist papers all over the
world are evident in Gramma. The
United States is inevitably described
as “imperialistic” or ‘colonialistic.”
The allies of the U. S. are described
as the “foreign aggressors” that are
apparently trying to overthrow the
Cuban
government.
The
Cuban
government is usually referred to in
terms

of

the

‘‘Revolutionary

government” and Fidel
“Commander in Chiet.”
When

Castro is the

referring to the Bay of Pigs in

a story, Gramma called it “the cighth
anniversary

of

the

crushing

defeat

suffered
by Yankee
imperialism.”
The New York Daily News is referred

Crisis Workshop
(Continued from Page 3
demonstration
interviews, discuss
crisis

intervention

and
explain
analytic family

and

crisis theory

how experimental
therapy can help a

client work his way through
sudden pain he is experiencing.

the

college students? Probably very little.

The term “crisis” is reserved for the

The April issue of this weekly paper
was the first one opened by the
Lumberjack this year, according to
Editor Tom Sheets. It is not known
how
many
other
schools
get
Gramma, or how well read it is. What
can be judged from the paper is that
the
Cuban
Communists
are
consistently seeking to disseminate

acute,
and
often
prolonged,
disturbance to an individual or group
of persons
as a result of an
emotionally shattering experience.
Registration for the workshop will
be held at 2 p.m. on May 9 in the

some

directly

and

indirectly

slanted

news to the U.S. collegiate audience.

Wildlife Auditorium. Participants will
dine in the Jolly Giant Commons and
discussion will resume at 7 p.m.
Fee for the workshop is $7.50 for
general admission and $2.50 for ASB
card holders.

Macbeth Production
To Climax Season
by Ed Guthmann
“Macbeth,”
tragedy,

Shakespeare's

will

be

presented

classic
at

the

Sequoia Theatre May 9, 10, 16 and
17. Climaxing the ‘68-'69 Sequoia
Masque
season,
this
production
promises to breathe new life into the
story

of

ambition

and

self-destruction.
Directors Phillip Mann and Richard
Rothrock
have
attempted
to
“Macbeth”
a “very
honest,

give
very

theatrical’?
interpretation.
The
witches, three in all previous versions,

the most extreme right-wing forces in

not

necessarily

the country, whose reportorial staff
includes
a good
number
of
individuals on the F BI payroll.”
Gramma also favors terms such as
“heroic,” “liberation,” “triumph of
the Revolution.” A sample comes
from the first paragraph of a story
about Che Guevara: “The first to fall
in the heroic guerrilla struggle in

be playing witches, some doubling as
messengers and murderers.

Winters.

Playing Macbeth will be graduate
student David Brunc’, previously scen
in “The Alchemist,” “Lysistrata,”
and “Breeze and Moonlight.” Theatre
Arts instructress Nonnita Mann, wife
of director Phillip Mann, will portray
Lady Macbeth. Mrs. Mann acted in
“The House of Bernarda Alba” and
“Lysistrata” and directed last fall's
“Dylan.”

Mann and Rothrock, Costumes and
make-up have been created by Duane
Reed; props, Dean Munroc; lights,
James Spalding; and sound, Willie
Bell.

Bolivia commandeered
Guerilla, Che Guevara,

ago,

lives on

dedication

in an
to

“the

by the Heroic
just two years

example

the

of

his

plant,

the

omnipotent, they will serve also as
members of the court of Macbeth,

= revolutionary

cause.”” The story goes on to outline
the life of one of Guevara's soldiers
that was killed in Bolivia with him.
Gramma also features stories of
Cuba's history and current cconomic
and social scene. The April 20 issue
featured storics of a match-producing
growth

of

Supporting

grotesque.

will

roles will be assayed by

Cuba's

Phillips
Camera
Shop
THE

BEST IN

Photograplic Supplies

823 HST.

822-3155

Production

design

is by

for

food,

PIZZA

clothing,

directors

LetiersTe
The Editor
Toyon Review
(Continued from Page 2)
England. What may truly remain of
our own America will be, again,
somcone’s poem, someone's play,
some pots by a potter, a novel,
somcone’s painting and photograph.
So once again, my warm thanks to
these two committees for meeting
the pleas of the editors of Toyon

Review.
Ralph Samuelson
Faculty Advisor
Toyon Review

Correction
The
chart
of
the
ASB
Recommended Budget was incorrect
in stating that the Language Arts
account was granted $22,981.85. The
correct figure is $2,981.85.

the study was to aid the Lumberjack
in showing local merchants the value
of advertising in the newspaper.
Most HSC students, faculty, and

staff spend less than 25 per cent of
their

income

outside

expenses were one of the biggest
items
in
the
student’s
budget.
Seventy-five per cent of the students
and 85 per cent of the faculty have
easy
access
to
motor
vehicles,
according
to the study, Gasoline
expenditures totaled $17,600 in a
single week.
During one week, according to the
survey, HSC students spent $38,600
for food in the Arcata-Eureka area.
Nearly 50 percent of the students
who shopped for food did so at the
Arcata Safeway. However, it was
found that a large number shopped at
Bazar,
a
discount
department
store-supermarket in Eureka.
Entertainment expenditures in a
one-month period (January) totaled
$114,000. This was spent in movie
theatres, restaurants, coffee shops,
taverns,
country
clubs,
bowling
alleys,
events,

and

at

parties

For the Finestin

The

much

girls

spend

on

clothing

7th & Pine
—

IF YOU LIKEbs PIZZA.
YOU'LL LOVE ANGELO'S

nearly

students, $296,900
$155,300.

For a

or Reservations

Or Visit Resident Managers at
Arcata Commons after 1:00 PM.

as

twice

the

compared

as

male

to

questionnaires to students in classes
selected at random. Questionnaires
were
returned
by 453
students.
Faculty and staff samplings were
taken by mail.

1580 H st

call

sporting

More than 26 per cent of the
students go to a tavern at least once a
week, according to the survey. Some
2900 students out of a total of 4566
are over 21,
The
figures were
obtained
by
distributing
approximately
1400

Arcata Commons 1935 H st. Apt.16A
Ten Garden Commons lith & F st

Deposits

and

The total student expenditures in
the six-month period sampled was
more than $6.5 million dollars.

Are Now Accepting

PARLOR

Humboldt

County, according to the report.
Transportation
and automobile

Thought About Where
You're Going To Live
This Coming Year?

And College Manor

Angelo’s

=

Men

Ron
Van
Veen,
Macduff, James
Spalding,
Malcolm;
Don
Price,
Banquo, Charles Hope, Hecate; and
Robert Grant, Ross.
Tim Howe will play Duncan; Jim

stecl-hulled fishing fleet, an interview
with a Cuban painter, and another
interview with a composer that had
dedicated his latest composition to
the late Che Guevara.
The economic reports in Gramma
are glowing ones that speak of a new,
growing economy. Apparently, they
reflect the truth, as the Cubans, with
massive aid from the USSR, are
slowly making gains in stimulating
their once desperate economy.
What effect does this paper have on

6th & H Sts.

and

Cast)
as witches
are
Richard
Caldwell,
Lee
Cargile,
Linda
Ficischman, Bob Francesconi, Peg
Gantt, Wendy Gilroy, Donna Hefner,
Royal
Holbrook,
Tim
Howe,
Al
Merritt,
Bill
Overstreet,
Colleen
Quinn, Lou Ryan, Ariel Souligny,
Richard
Walashek,
and
Marjoric

will be “haunting and beautiful,”

as

Ominous

of Banquo, *

and

story

cightcen.

Donlon, Lennox; John MacKenzie,
Donalbain; Connie
Mantini, Lady
Macduff; R. J. Fensterman, Angus;
Ed
Guthmann,
Siward; and
Lee
Cargile, Porter and Young Siward.
Speech instructor Robert Speyer
will portray a Doctor; Laura Haertig,
Gentlewoman;
Fritz
Folkerts,
Caithness; Tom Scheaffer, Menteith;
and Bob Francesconi, Seyton. Terri
Bartlett, a girl, will play Fleance, son

will

one

number

staff

U.S,

in

More than $9.5 million dollars was
spent in Humboldt County by the
students,
faculty,
and
staff of
Humboldt State College during a
recent six-month period, according to
a study made during the winter
quarter by three members
of a
Market Research class (BA 161).
The
three students were Gary
Phillips, William Shaw, and John
Viale. The study was madeunder the
direction of Dr. Donald F. Lawson,
director of institutional studies at
HSC,
The
study
investigated
money
spent by HSC students, faculty, and
entertainment,
transportation,
household
maintenance
and
miscellaneous items. The purpose of

newspaper
with
the
largest
circulation,
Notorious
for
its
sensationalism, a representative of

to

$9.5 MILLION
SPENT LOCALLY

